Improving People, Performance & Process

Four powerful questions to engage
your clients and expand your business
A recent Deloitte study identified the top four critical challenges facing every organization today — leadership,
engagement, culture, and performance. Your clients are dealing with these same issues and looking to you
for help. To tackle these concerns and spark change, you need to ask engaging, thought-provoking questions.
■ ■ Leadership: Where are tomorrow’s leaders coming from?
■ ■ Engagement: What drives your most engaged people?
■ ■ Culture: How do your people interact to achieve the organization’s goals?
■ ■ Performance: How do you connect workplace behavior to personal motivations?
But the most important question to ask your client is, “What are you doing to answer these questions?” The
conversation that results is an opportunity to introduce powerful learning, address your client’s concerns and
also establish yourself as an indispensable resource to the leadership team. This translates into a full calendar,
packed with consulting, coaching and training work that allows you to do what you love — inspire the best in
people and help teams accomplish great things.
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TotalSDI
The Questions You Need To Ask
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Where Are Tomorrow’s Leaders Coming From?
Leadership begins with managers who hone their personal and interpersonal skills.

To become leaders, managers must learn how to influence people, give feedback, drive change and
produce results. It’s about learning what’s important to each member of the team, eliminating faulty
assumptions and working through misunderstandings that arise as a result of different communication styles.
This requires self-awareness and the ability to connect with people from different backgrounds, generations
and values. We develop such skills through intentional effort, comprehensive tools and, most importantly,
insightful experiences that allow for practice.
The most effective leaders are those who use effective behaviors (strengths) to build strong relationships
within their team and broader networks. These leaders are positioned to take on greater responsibilities in
the future and to, ultimately, succeed.
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What Drives Your Most Engaged People?
The most engaged employees have a heightened sense of ownership.

They give meaning to their work by connecting their motives, values and personal sense of purpose
with their work. In fact, they have such a strong sense of alignment that their daily tasks become
an expression of who they are and what they care about most. As a result, they take initiative and stretch
themselves by trying new ways of interacting with others to get the results they need.
This sense of ownership is nurtured when employees feel understood and valued. The key is using TotalSDI
as the common language to identify and discuss what motivates employees and activates a deeper level of
personal responsibility.
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How Do Your People Interact to Achieve the Organization’s Goals?
Healthy cultures support new ideas and offer an environment where people can express
themselves freely and without fear.

They invite opposing views and encourage dissenters to offer a better way, with each person’s voice and
view honored through respectful and authentic conversation.
Building this healthy culture requires managers who have keen self-awareness and the interpersonal skills
to communicate in ways that are both genuine and effective. They invite honest dialogue, while maintaining
an appreciation for different communication styles. Effective communication occurs when open collaboration
and respectful disagreement are embraced without anyone feeling threatened or under personal attack.
Organizations filled with people who can do this have vibrant cultures that encourage great work?
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How Do You Connect Workplace Behavior to Personal Motivations?
When people want to do what they have to do they become self-directed and accountable for
key results.

Top consultants use TotalSDI’s suite of assessments to create powerful and memorable learning experiences
that address the interpersonal components of effective leadership, high employee engagement and healthy
organizational culture. Whether it’s training, coaching or consulting, TotalSDI makes it easy to provide
insights and apply those concepts in everyday situations.
Organizations need leaders who focus on developing efficient work processes (the what) and effective
interpersonal processes (the how). Unfortunately, most leaders concentrate their time and energy on building
work processes, while most problems and challenges arise from interpersonal processes.
The key is connecting the behavior to your own personal motivation (the why) — be it people, performance or
process. Everyone needs to understand what is driving choices about how to behave and communicate, and
how those choices and actions are perceived by others.
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TotalSDI
Suite of Assessments

Create Powerful Learning Experiences with TotalSDI
TotalSDI identifies intrinsic motives with eight in-depth assessments that target the priorities and values
impacting behavior. TotalSDI’s interactive design creates a powerful learning environment for leaders and
teams, as the learner’s own words and insights fuel the classroom dynamic while you guide the discussion
and draw out performance-enhancing practices that stick.

The TotalSDI Suite of Assessments includes:
Strength Deployment Inventory
The Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) digs into
what is really important — people, performance
and process — and how these priorities shape
any given situation. The SDI highlights how people
express the priorities in two conditions: when
things are going well and when there is conflict or
opposition.

CONDITION #2: WHEN FACED WITH CONFLICT

CONDITION #1: WHEN THINGS ARE GOING WELL

SDI RESULTS

YOUR CONFLICT SEQUENCE

YOUR MOTIVATIONAL VALUE SYSTEM

Eric Lawrence

Your Conflict Sequence (CS) arrowhead is in the [BRG]
region of the triangle.

Your Motivational Value System (MVS) dot is in the
Red-Green region of the triangle.

[BRG]
[Blue or Red or Green]

RED-GREEN
Judicious-Competing
You are motivated by intelligent
assertiveness and fairness in
competition. You have a strong desire
to develop strategy and assess risks
and opportunities.

You want to determine the most
appropriate response to each situation
and choose an accommodating,
assertive, or analytical approach. Your
approach differs according to the
situation, rather than following a fixed
sequence.

1 [BRG]
2 [BRG]
3 [BRG]

YOUR MOTIVES AND VALUES
As a person with a Red-Green (Judicious-Competing) MVS, you achieve feelings of self-worth by using
carefully thought-out strategies to achieve ambitious
and rational objectives.

36
Green

21
Blue

RED-GREEN
CONFLICT SEQUENCE

34
Green

You want other people to be willing to compromise
and collaborate. You do not want people to be rigid
and inflexible in their approach to conflict.

You use strategies and efficient tactics to maximize
the use of resources and optimize outcomes. You are
supportive and loyal to those who will help you, without hesitation or qualification, to be successful. You
integrate planning and implementation, viewing the
concepts as virtually indistinguishable.

My MVS is:

34
Blue

As a person with a [BRG] Conflict Sequence, you
first define the context for the problem, so you can
choose the most appropriate response. You may
choose an accommodating, assertive, or analytical
approach, depending on the situation. You remain
open to others’ suggestions and ideas. You want to
be sure that no viable option is overlooked. You believe that the best way to show you care about the
problem is to consider all aspects of it and to try to
see all sides.

You provide rational leadership, assess risks and
opportunities, and integrate those components into
elegantly planned strategies. You efficiently execute
logical plans and complex projects. To claim success,
your process must be effecient and logical, and the
achievement of desired goals must come through an
orderly action plan. You value the power of systemic,
strategic planning and implementation.

®

MOTIVATIONAL VALUE SYSTEM

43
Red

HOW YOU EXPERIENCE CONFLICT

If conflict progresses into your Stage 2 blend of Blue,
Red, and Green, you redefine the context for the
problem and choose to yield, argue, or wait, depending on what seems best. You feel that some people
have limited views of the issue.

You value the rational use of power and act promptly in competitive environments. You are persevering
and principled. You want to develop and lead winning strategies, and to direct others in an impartial,
efficient manner.

32
Red

My CS is:

[BRG]

If conflict progresses to your Stage 3 blend of Blue,
Red, and Green, you might give up, fight, or detach.
THE PATH BACK TO YOUR RED-GREEN MVS
Your path back to Red-Green from Stage 1 [BRG]
may involve advancing the strategy in the best way
possible for the situation.
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Individual Report

Team Report

But the SDI also goes further than the individual.
It provides a Team SDI Triangle report, your results and the results of your teammates, so you can see
where motives align, correspond and even conflict. This visual makes it easier for people to interpret
and discuss the results, leading to greater understanding and stronger collaboration.
As you work through a team’s individual and group results, you will help them learn how to better relate
to others, prevent unproductive conflict and improve their own performance.

Strengths Portrait
The next step is identifying people’s preferred
behavioral strategies. The Strengths Portrait
describes the strengths (behaviors) people
most often use to reach their goals. The Portrait
links to SDI results and motives, providing the
most compelling learning and development
opportunities. By combining SDI and Strengths
Portrait results, you will help others gain an
Individual Report
Team Report
instant understanding of how they decide what
is important and what is not. Learners in your session will see why others may have different priorities
and learn to flex their communication styles and combine priorities when inevitable conflicts occur and
maintain positive dialogue throughout.
strengths portrait

TM

FOCUS: Going Well

Team Composite

March 20, 2015
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OPTION-ORIENTED

strengths portrait™

Eric Lawrence

METHODICAL

I am orderly in action, thought,
and expression.

SELF EDITION

ALTRUISTIC-NURTURING

FAIR

I look for and suggest different
ways of doing things.

I act justly, equitably,
and impartially.

8

INCLUSIVE

I bring people together in
order to reach consensus.

AMBITIOUS

ANALYTICAL

I am determined to succeed
and to get ahead.

I dissect and digest
whatever is going on.

7

PRINCIPLED

I follow certain rules of
right conduct.

SUPPORTIVE

I give encouragement and help
to others.

CAUTIOUS

I am careful to make sure of
what is going on.

SELF-CONFIDENT

I believe in my own powers
and strengths.

MODEST

I play down what I am capable
of doing.

TOLERANT

I respect differences, even
when I don’t agree.

CARING

I concern myself with the well
being of others.

PERSUASIVE

ADAPTABLE

I give assistance to others who
are in need.

DEVOTED

I am dedicated to some
people, activities, or purposes.

FLEXIBLE

I remain faithful to the
commitments I make
to others.

FORCEFUL

I act in whatever manner is
appropriate at the moment.

5

COMPETITIVE

I act with conviction, power,
and drive.

I strive to win
against others.

4

PERSEVERING

I maintain the same course of
action in spite of obstacles.

RISK-TAKING

I take chances on losses in
pursuit of high gains.

TRUSTING

I place my faith in others.

SOCIABLE

I engage easily in group
conversations and activities.

OPEN-TO-CHANGE
I consider different
perspectives, ideas,
and opinions.

2

45

35

32

28

Green

Hub

Blue

Red

Each strength fits best in one of four groups.
Your column totals show the relative priority you
give each group. Read more on page 15.
Blue = People
Red = Performance
Green = Process
Hub = Perspective

QUICK-TO-ACT
I get things started
without delay.

1
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Composite

Terrence Mack

7

7

9

4

3

5

4

4

8

6

5

1

4

2

15 - HELPFUL

4

6

6

6

16 - LOYAL

7

6

8

8

17 - TRUSTING

4

3

5

4

21 - RISK-TAKING

2

4

5

3

22 - COMPETITIVE

3

3

2

1

6

5

5

3

24 - FORCEFUL

3

9

1

4

25 - PERSUASIVE

1

7

5

4

26 - AMBITIOUS

7

5

5

6

27 - SELF-CONFIDENT

6

8

6

7

9

8

4

8

ANALYTIC-AUTONOMIZING
31 - PERSEVERING
32 - FAIR

8

5

6

7

33 - PRINCIPLED

4

4

6

5

34 - ANALYTICAL

5

2

3

2

35 - METHODICAL

6

5

2

4

36 - RESERVED

5

2

5

3

37 - CAUTIOUS

4

3

5

3

FLEXIBLE-COHERING

SCORING TABLE

3

Steph Hendel

8
7

13 - DEVOTED
14 - MODEST

23 - QUICK-TO-ACT

6

LOYAL

I adjust readily to new or
modified conditions.

HELPFUL

I urge, influence and
convince others.

RESERVED

I practice self-restraint in
expressing thoughts
and feelings.

Jo Eager

11 - SUPPORTIVE
12 - CARING

ASSERTIVE-DIRECTING

Strengths Portrait results provided by Groupo Sinergia March 20, 2015

2

41 - OPTION-ORIENTED

2

7

4

42 - TOLERANT

6

4

9

43 - ADAPTABLE

5

5

4

44 - INCLUSIVE

3

6

6

45 - SOCIABLE

5

6

7

46 - OPEN-TO-CHANGE

6

5

7

47 - FLEXIBLE

5

6

4

Key:

Personal Strengths

4
7
5
5
6
6
5

Overdone Strengths

Expectations Strengths

Over 3+

Under 3+

This report provided by
PSP
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TotalSDI
Suite of Assessments
Overdone Strengths Portrait
The Overdone Strengths Portrait helps you
identify how people’s individual strengths —
when overdone or misapplied — might disrupt
productivity and trigger conflict in the workplace.
The portrait gives you a tool to help people
recognize and adjust these behaviors in order to
collaborate more effectively and avoid the costs
associated with overdoing or misapplying your
strengths.

overdone
strengths
portrait

Eric Lawrence

Being so methodical that
I am constrained and do not
change my ways.

FOCUS: Going Well

RIGID

March 20, 2015
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TM

SELF EDITION

Being so option-oriented
that I do not have a clear
aim or direction.

Being so fair and impartial
that I don’t consider the
affect on others.

INDECISIVE

COLD

Being so inclusive that it
decreases the value of each
person’s participation.

Being so principled that I don’t
yield, even on minor issues.

UNBENDING

8
Being so analytical
that I get lost in concepts or
details that don’t matter.

INDISCRIMINATE

RUTHLESS

OBSESSED

Being so cautious
that I start off with doubt,
mistrust, and skepticism.

Being so tolerant
that I come across as having
no opinion or preference.

Being so reserved in expressing
myself that I do not engage with
people or issues.

Being so devoted that I do
what others want without
question or resistance.

SUSPICIOUS

INDIFFERENT

DISTANT

SUBSERVIENT

Being so supportive that I give
up my own interests and
wishes for others.

Being self-confident to
the point of being convinced
I know best.

SELF-SACRIFICING

ARROGANT

Being so modest that I don’t
take credit for my efforts or
promote my ability.

Being so ambitious
with my goals that I don’t have
compassion for others.

Being so caring for others’
well-being that I give or do
anything they ask.

COMPLIANT

SUBMISSIVE

Being so persuasive that
I disregard others’ views and
dispute their concerns.

SELF-EFFACING

Being so adaptable that I let the
situation dictate what I do.

Being so helpful to others
that I do things for them that
they do not want or need.

UNPREDICTABLE

Being so forceful
that I assert my will
over others.

Being so competitive that I
confront people in a combative
or argumentative way.

AGGRESSIVE

ABRASIVE

SMOTHERING

DOMINEERING

Being risk-taking to the
point of ignoring the potential
consequences.

Being so trusting that I
readily believe in people or
things that I should not.

RECKLESS

GULLIBLE

Being so sociable that I
disrupt or distract others.

INTRUSIVE

Being so open-to-change
that my priorities and principles
are not clear.

INCONSISTENT

2

RASH

5

4

SCORING TABLE
3

45

35

Green

Hub

32

28

Blue

Red

Each Overdone Strength fits best in one
of four groups. Your scores show how you
may over-emphasizes some concerns at the
expense of others. Read more on page 7.

Being so quick-to-act
that I overlook information
that could be useful.
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6

Being so flexible that
other people cannot be sure
about what I will do.

BLIND

Being so persevering that I justify my course of action despite
others’ views or preferences.

STUBBORN

7

Being so loyal that I
overlook or ignore problems
with plans or people.

Blue = People
Red = Performance
Green = Process
Hub = Perspective

1

Overdone Strengths Portrait results provided by Groupo Sinergia March 20, 2015

Individual Report

2

Team Report

Feedback & Expectation Editions
The self-assessments are also available as Feedback Editions® and Expectations Editions®. These
assessments help you guide conversations that explore interpersonal perceptions, prevent unnecessary
conflict, and build stronger working relationships. Once you start working with the TotalSDI selfassessments, learners will ask you: “Shouldn’t I get my coworkers or boss to do these assessments on
me?” You can say: “Yes, and while we’re looking at how others see you, we should also look at what
they expect from you.”

The path to accessing the TotalSDI suite begins by attending the two-day
Facilitator Certification in person. Learn more and register for certification
by visiting TotalSDI.com/events.

www.TotalSDI.com

Join the experts in leadership development—become a certified partner today. Register for a
certification event at TotalSDI.com/events.
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